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THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR SECOND ORDER
ELLIPTIC OPERATORS SATISFYING A CARLESON CONDITION
MARTIN DINDOSˇ, JILL PIPHER AND DAVID RULE
Abstract. Let Ω be a Lipschitz domain in Rn n ≥ 2, and L = divA∇ be a second
order elliptic operator in divergence form. We establish solvability of the Dirichlet
regularity problem with boundary data in H1,p(∂Ω) and of the Neumann problem
with Lp(∂Ω) data for the operator L on Lipschitz domains with small Lipschitz con-
stant. We allow the coefficients of the operator L to be rough obeying a certain
Carleson condition with small norm. These results complete the results of [5] where
Lp(∂Ω) Dirichlet problem was considered under the same assumptions and [6] where
the regularity and Neumann problems were considered on two dimensional domains.
1. Introduction
This paper continues the study, began in [5], of boundary value problem for second
order divergence form elliptic operators, when the coefficients satisfy a certain natural,
minimal smoothness condition. Specifically, we consider operators L = div(A∇) such
that A(X) = (aij(X)) is strongly elliptic in the sense that there exists a positive
constant Λ such that
Λ|ξ|2 ≤
∑
i,j
aij(X)ξiξj < Λ
−1|ξ|2,
for all X and all ~ξ ∈ Rn. We do not assume symmetry of the matrix A. There are a
variety of reasons for studying the non-symmetric situation. These include the connec-
tions with non-divergence form equations, and the broader issue of obtaining estimates
on elliptic measure in the absence of special L2 identities which relate tangential and
normal derivatives.
In [14], the study of nonsymmetric divergence form operators with bounded mea-
surable coefficients was initiated. In [11], the methods of [14] were used to prove A∞
results for the elliptic measure of operators satisfying (a variant of) the Carleson mea-
sure condition.
Our main result is that under the assumption that
(1.1) δ(X)−1
(
oscB(X,δ(X)/2)aij
)2
is the density of Carleson measure with small Carleson norm then the Dirichlet problem
for operator L with boundary data in H1,p(∂Ω) is solvable. We also obtain the same
result for the Neumann boundary value problem with Lp(∂Ω) data.
Let us recall that the paper [5] considered the Lp(∂Ω) Dirichlet problem under the
same assumptions on the coefficients. It turns out that the regularity and Neumann
boundary value problems are considerable more difficult and the progress on these
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problems under assumption (1.1) has been fairly slow. Only recently these two prob-
lems have been resolved on two dimensional domains in [6]. However, the proof relies
fundamentally on the fact that the domain is two dimensional. In particular we are not
currently able to generalise the concept of a conjugate solution to higher dimensional
cases in our context. We should note, however, that such generalisations have been
carried out in other contexts (see Theorem 9.3 of [1] and Section 1 of [16] which puts
the result in context). Our paper relies on several recent advances, in particular [3]
and [4] where a better understanding of the Dirichlet and regularity boundary values
problems was obtained including the “duality” between the solvability of the Dirich-
let boundary value problem and the regularity problem for the adjoint operator. In
particular, this allows us to focus on solvability of the regularity problem for p = 2
and obtain solvability for values of p with no additional effort. We are able to avoid
the use of the p-adapted square function introduced in [5] and which was essential in
establishing solvability of the Lp Dirichlet problem. The solvability of the Neumann
problem is trickier as there is no appropriate analogue of the results in [3]. We over-
come this by using the solvability of the regularity problem, which we established here,
and induction (see Lemma 6.2).
Operators whose coefficients satisfy small or vanishing Carleson condition (1.1) arise
in several contexts. For example, consider the boundary value problems associated
with a smooth elliptic operator in the region above a graph t = ϕ(x). When ϕ is C1, it
was shown in [7] that the Dirichlet, regularity and Neumann boundary value problems
are solvable with data in Lp for 1 < p < ∞, by the method of layer potentials. Our
main theorem and the result of [5] show that the Dirichlet and regularity problems are
solvable in this range of p when the boundary of the domain is defined by t = ϕ(x)
where ∇ϕ ∈ L∞⋂ VMO. The Carleson condition arises naturally here; the function
v = u ◦Φ for the mapping Φ : Rn+ → {X = (x, t); t > φ(x)} defined by (4.10) solves an
elliptic equation in Rn+ with coefficients satisfying (1.1).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give definitions and state our main
results. Here we reduce the proofs of these main results to the case p = 2 and integer
p for the regularity and Neumann problems, respectively. The proofs are applications
of several general results, including the recent advances mentioned above. Section 3
considers in detail the square function of the gradient of a solution. Section 4 explores
the comparability of the square and non-tangential maximal functions and in Section
5 the p = 2 version of our regularity result is established. In Section 6 we revisit
bounds on the square function, this time by the co-normal derivative. Finally Section
7 establishes a version of our Neumann result for integer values of p.
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2. Definitions and Statements of Main Theorems
Let us begin by introducing Carleson measures and the square function on domains
which are locally given by the graph of a function. We shall assume that our domains
are Lipschitz.
Definition 2.1. Z ⊂ Rn is an L-cylinder of diameter d if there exists a coordinate
system (x, t) such that
Z = {(x, t) : |x| ≤ d, −2Ld ≤ t ≤ 2Ld}
and for s > 0,
sZ := {(x, t) : |x| < sd,−2Ld ≤ t ≤ 2Ld}.
Definition 2.2. Ω ⊂ Rn is a Lipschitz domain with Lipschitz ‘character’ (L,N,C0) if
there exists a positive scale r0 and at most N L-cylinders {Zj}Nj=1 of diameter d, with
r0
C0
≤ d ≤ C0r0 such that
(i) 8Zj ∩ ∂Ω is the graph of a Lipschitz function φj, ‖φj‖∞ ≤ L, φj(0) = 0,
(ii) ∂Ω =
⋃
j
(Zj ∩ ∂Ω),
(iii) Zj ∩ Ω ⊃
{
(x, t) ∈ Ω : |x| < d, dist ((x, t), ∂Ω) ≤ d
2
}
.
Definition 2.3. Let Ω be a Lipschitz domain. For Q ∈ ∂Ω, X ∈ Ω and r > 0 we
write:
∆r(Q) = ∂Ω ∩Br(Q), T (∆r) = Ω ∩ BR(Q),
δ(X) = dist(X, ∂Ω).
Definition 2.4. Let T (∆r) be the Carleson region associated to a surface ball ∆r in
∂Ω, as defined above. A measure µ in Ω is Carleson if there exists a constant C = C(r0)
such that for all r ≤ r0,
µ(T (∆r)) ≤ Cσ(∆r).
The best possible C is the Carleson norm. When dµ is Carleson we write dµ ∈ C.
If lim
r0→0
C(r0) = 0, then we say that the measure µ satisfies the vanishing Carleson
condition, and we denote this by writing dµ ∈ CV .
Definition 2.5. A cone of aperture a is a non-tangential approach region for Q ∈ ∂Ω
of the form
Γa(Q) = {X ∈ Ω : |X −Q| ≤ (1 + a) dist(X, ∂Ω)}.
Sometimes it will be necessary to truncate Γa(Q), so we define Γa,h(Q) = Γa(Q)∩Bh(Q).
Definition 2.6. If Ω ⊂ Rn, the square function of a function u defined on Ω, relative
to the family of cones {Γa(Q)}Q∈∂Ω, is
S[a](u)(Q) =
(ˆ
Γa(Q)
|∇u(X)|2(X)dist(X, ∂Ω)2−ndX
)1/2
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at each Q ∈ ∂Ω. The non-tangential maximal function relative to {Γa(Q)}Q∈∂Ω is
Na(u)(Q) = sup
X∈Γa(Q)
|u(X)|
at each Q ∈ ∂Ω The truncation at height h of the non-tangential maximal function
is defined by N[a],h(u)(Q) = supX∈Γa(Q)∩Bh(Q) |u(X)|, with a similar notation S[a],h for
truncated square function.
It will often be convenient to supress one or both of the parameters a and h in the
square and non-tangential functions when their values do not play a significant role in
an argument. So we may write S, S[a] or Sh to denote S[a],h when no confusion should
arise. Similarly we may abreviate N[a],h as N , N[a] or Nh.
We also define the following variant of the non-tangential maximal function:
(2.1) N˜(u)(Q) = N˜[a],h(u)(Q) = sup
X∈Γa,h(Q)
( 
Bδ(X)/2(X)
|u(Y )|2 dY
) 1
2
.
Definition 2.7. Let 1 < p ≤ ∞. The Dirichlet problem with data in Lp(∂Ω, dσ) is
solvable (abbreviated (D)p) if for every f ∈ C(∂Ω) the weak solution u to the problem
Lu = 0 with continuous boundary data f satisfies the estimate
‖N(u)‖Lp(∂Ω,dσ) . ‖f‖Lp(∂Ω,dσ).
The implied constant depends only the operator L, p, and the Lipschitz character of the
domain as measured by the triple (L,N,C0) of Definition 2.2.
Definition 2.8. Let 1 < p < ∞. The regularity problem with boundary data in
H1,p(∂Ω) is solvable (abbreviated (R)p), if for every f ∈ H1,p(∂Ω) ∩ C(∂Ω) the weak
solution u to the problem {
Lu = 0 in Ω
u|∂B = f on ∂Ω
satisfies
‖N˜(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω) . ‖∇Tf‖Lp(∂Ω).
Again, the implied constant depends only the operator L, p, and the Lipschitz character
of the domain.
Definition 2.9. Let 1 < p <∞. The Neumann problem with boundary data in Lp(∂Ω)
is solvable (abbreviated (N)p), if for every f ∈ Lp(∂Ω) ∩ C(∂Ω) such that
´
∂Ω
fdσ = 0
the weak solution u to the problem{
Lu = 0 in Ω
A∇u · ν = f on ∂Ω
satisfies
‖N˜(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω) . ‖f‖Lp(∂Ω).
Again, the implied constant depends only the operator L, p, and the Lipschitz character
of the domain. Here ν is the outer normal to the boundary ∂Ω.
We are now ready to formulate our main results.
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Theorem 2.10. Let 1 < p < ∞ and let Ω ⊂ M be a Lipschitz domain with Lipschitz
norm L on a smooth Riemannian manifold M and Lu = div(A∇u) be an elliptic
differential operator defined on Ω with ellipticity constant Λ and coefficients which are
such that
(2.2) δ(X)−1
(
oscB(X,δ(X)/2)aij
)2
is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0). Then there exists ε = ε(Λ, n, p) > 0 such that if max{L,C(r0)} < ε then the
(R)p regularity problem 
Lu = 0 in Ω
u|∂Ω = f on ∂Ω
N˜(∇u) ∈ Lp(∂Ω)
is solvable for all f with ‖∇Tf‖Lp(∂Ω) < ∞. Moreover, there exists a constant C =
C(Λ, n, a, p) > 0 such that
(2.3) ‖N˜(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω) ≤ C‖∇Tf‖Lp(∂Ω).
In particular, if the domain Ω is C1 and A = (aij) satisfies the vanishing Carleson
condition, then the regularity problem is solvable for all 1 < p <∞. More generally, if
the boundary of the domain Ω is given locally by a function φ such that ∇φ belongs to
L∞ ∩ VMO, then, once again, the regularity problem is solvable for all 1 < p <∞.
Proof. As follows from Theorem 5.2, the (R)2 regularity problem is solvable for opera-
tors satisfying (2.2), provided ε is sufficiently small. To complete the proof we will use
[3, Theorem 1.1]. (There is also an older result by [17] for symmetric operators which
should be adaptable to the non-symmetric case.)
According to [3, Theorem 1.1] (R)2 solvability implies the solvability of (R)HS1 (this
is an end-point Hardy-Sobolev space boundary-value problem corresponding to p = 1).
We also have from [3, Theorem 1.1] that under the assumption (R)HS1 is solvable we
have for p ∈ (1,∞):
(2.4) (R)p is solvable if and only if (D
∗)p′ is solvable for p
′ = p/(p− 1).
Here (D∗)p′ denotes the L
p′ Dirichlet problem for the adjoint operator L∗u = div(At∇u).
However by [5, Corollary 2.3] the Lp
′
Dirichlet problem for the operator L∗ is solvable
under the assumptions of Theorem 2.10 (for sufficiently small ε = ε(p′) > 0). Hence
by (2.4) the (R)p problem for the operator L is solvable proving our claim. 
As follows from the proof given above we also have a result for the endpoint p = 1.
Corollary 2.11. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 2.10 the (R)HS1 regular-
ity problem for the operator L is solvable for all f with ∇Tf in the atomic Hardy space
(c.f. [3, Theorem 2.3]). Moreover, there exists a constant C = C(Λ, n, a) > 0 such that
(2.5) ‖N˜(∇u)‖L1(∂Ω) ≤ C‖∇Tf‖~1(∂Ω).
For the Neumann problem we have the following:
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Theorem 2.12. Let 1 < p < ∞ and let Ω ⊂ M be a Lipschitz domain with Lipschitz
norm L on a smooth Riemannian manifold M and Lu = div(A∇u) be an elliptic
differential operator defined on Ω with ellipticity constant Λ and coefficients which are
such that
(2.6) δ(X)−1
(
oscB(X,δ(X)/2)aij
)2
is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0). Then there exists ε = ε(Λ, n, p) > 0 such that if max{L,C(r0)} < ε then the
(N)p Neumann problem 
Lu = 0 in Ω
A∇u · ν = f on ∂Ω
N˜(∇u) ∈ Lp(∂Ω)
is solvable for all f in Lp(∂Ω) such that
´
∂Ω
fdσ = 0. Moreover, there exists a constant
C = C(Λ, n, a, p) > 0 such that
(2.7) ‖N˜(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω) ≤ C‖f‖Lp(∂Ω).
In particular, if the domain Ω is C1 and A = (aij) satisfies the vanishing Carleson
condition, then the Neumann problem is solvable for all 1 < p <∞. More generally, if
the boundary of the domain Ω is given locally by a function φ such that ∇φ belongs to
L∞ ∩ VMO, then, once again, the Neumann problem is solvable for all 1 < p <∞.
Proof. As follows from Theorem 7.1 the (N)p Neumann problem is solvable for opera-
tors satisfying (7.1), provided ε is sufficiently small and p is an integer. To replace the
condition (7.1) by (2.6) we use the same idea as [5, Corollary 2.3] and Theorem 5.2.
For a matrix A satisfying (7.1) with ellipticity constant Λ one can find (by mollifying
the coefficients of A) a new matrix A˜ with same ellipticity constant Λ such that A˜
satisfies (7.1) and
(2.8) sup{δ(X)−1|(A− A˜)(Y )|2; Y ∈ B(X, δ(X)/2)}
is a Carleson norm. Moreover, if the Carleson norm for matrix A is small (on balls of
radius ≤ r0), so are the Carleson norms of (7.1) for A˜ and (2.8). Hence by Theorem
7.1 the (N)p regularity problem is solvable for the operator L˜u = div(A˜∇u).
The solvability of the Neummann problem for perturbed operators satisfying (2.8)
has been studied in [13]. It follows by [13, Theorem 2.2] that the Lp Neumann problem
for the operator L is solvable, provided (2.8) has small Carleson norm and the regularity
(R)p and Neumann (N)p problems are solvable for L˜. Actually, the results in [13] are
stated for symmetric operators, however careful study of the proof of [13, Theorem 2.2]
reveals that symmetry is not necessary.
However by Theorem 2.10 the (R)p regularity problem for L˜ is solvable provided
the Carleson norm of (7.1) is sufficiently small and (N)p Neumann problem for L˜ is
solvable by Theorem 7.1. Hence we have solvability of the Neumann problem (N)p for
L by [13, Theorem 2.2].
If p > 1 is not an integer we use [12, Theorem 6.2]. (This result is also stated for
symmetric operators, however, once again, symmetry is not necessary.) This theorem
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implies that (N)p is solvable, provided (R)k and (N)k are solvable, where k is any
integer larger than p. 
3. The Square Function for the Gradient of a Solution
In this section we shall assume that Ω is a smooth domain on a smooth compact
Riemannian manifold M . As we shall see the case of a Lipschitz domain with small
coefficients can be reduced to this situation via a pull back map of Dahlberg, Necˇas
and Stein (see (4.10)).
We note that this case includes the most usual situation when Ω ⊂ Rn is a bounded
domain as in this case we can think of Ω as being embedded into a large torus Tn.
We aim to establish local results near ∂Ω. For this reason we introduce a convenient
localization and parametrization of points near ∂Ω.
We want to write any point X ∈ Ω near ∂Ω as X = (x, t) where x ∈ ∂Ω and
t > 0. The boundary ∂Ω itself then will be the set {(y, 0); y ∈ ∂Ω}. One way to get
such a parametrization is to consider the inner normal N to the boundary ∂Ω. The
assumption that ∂Ω is smooth implies smoothness of N . On Ω we have a smooth
underlying metric of the manifold M .
We consider the geodesic flow Ft in this metric starting at any point x ∈ ∂Ω in the
direction N(x). We assign to a point X ∈ Ω coordinates (x, t) if X = Ftx. This means
that starting at x ∈ ∂Ω it takes time t for the flow to get to the point X . It’s an easy
exercise that the map (x, t) 7→ X = Ftx is a smooth diffeomorphism for small t ≤ t0.
Using this parametrization we consider the set Ωt0 = {(x, t); (x, 0) ∈ ∂Ω and 0 < t <
t0}.
Let us now deal with the issue of the metric. We want to work with the simplest
possible metric on Ω available. Since we only work on Ωt0 we take our metric tensor
there to be a product dσ⊗ dt where dσ is the original metric tensor on Ω restricted to
∂Ω. The product metric dσ ⊗ dt is different from the original metric on Ω, but they
are both smooth and comparable, that is the distances between points are comparable.
Now we express the operator L in this new product metric.
We note that under this pullback the new coefficients of our operator are going to
satisfy the same Carleson condition as the original coefficients with Carleson norm
comparable to the original. We observe in particular that the Carleson condition
implies that ∇A ∈ L∞loc(Ωt0) hence any solution of Lu = 0 on Ωt0 has a well defined
pointwise gradient ∇u. Furthermore, in the product metric dσ ⊗ dt, the gradient ∇u
can be written as
∇u = (∇Tu, ∂tu),
where ∇T is the gradient restricted to the n− 1 dimensional set ∂Ω × {t = const}.
Frequently throughout the paper it will be useful to localize to a single coordinate
patch. The following definition gives a precise notion of coordinate frame.
Definition 3.1. Let ∂Ω be a smooth n−1 dimensional compact Riemannian manifold.
We say that a finite collection of smooth vector fields ( ~Tτ )
m
τ=1 (m ≥ n − 1) is an
coordinate frame for ∂Ω if:
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• there is a finite collection of open sets U1, U2, . . . , Uk in Rn−1 and smooth diffeo-
morphisms ϕℓ : Uℓ → ∂Ω such that
⋃
ℓ ϕℓ(U˜ℓ) covers ∂Ω, where U˜ℓ is an open
subset of Uℓ such that U˜ℓ ⊂ Uℓ;
• for each 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k there exist a set Aℓ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that |Aℓ| = n − 1
and
{ϕ∗ℓ( ~Tτ )
∣∣
U˜ℓ
; τ ∈ Aℓ} = { ∂∂xj
∣∣
U˜ℓ
; j = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1}.
That is the pullback of the vectors ~Tτ to Uℓ, τ ∈ Aℓ restricted to U˜ℓ are just
coordinate vector fields on U˜ℓ.
Clearly, ∂Ω has at least one such coordinate frame. Indeed, the existence of a finite
collection (Uℓ, U˜ℓ, ϕℓ) satisfying all assumptions of the previous definition follows from
the fact that ∂Ω is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold. Then on each Uℓ we
consider vector fields ψℓ
∂
∂j
, j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 where ψℓ ∈ C∞0 (Uℓ) is a smooth cutoff
function such that ψℓ
∣∣
U˜ℓ
= 1 and 0 ≤ ψℓ ≤ 1 on Uℓ. Then
{ϕℓ∗(ψℓ ∂∂j ); 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1}
is one such coordinate frame. Here ϕℓ∗ denotes the push-forward of a vector field from
Uℓ onto ∂Ω.
We start with the following key lemma for the square function S(∇Tu).
Lemma 3.2. Let u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic differ-
ential operator defined on Ωt0 with bounded coefficients such that
(3.1) sup{δ(X)|∇aij(Y )|2 : Y ∈ Bδ(X)/2(X)}
is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0).
Then there exists r1 > 0 and K > 0 depending only on the geometry of the domain
Ω, elliptic constant Λ and dimension n such thatˆ
∂Ω
S2r/2(∇Tu) dσ ≃
¨
∂Ω×(0,r/2)
|∇(∇Tu(X))|2δ(X) dX(3.2)
≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|2 dσ + ε
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ +
K
r
‖∇u‖2L2(Ω),
for all r ≤ min{r0, r1, t0}. Here ε > 0 depends on the Carleson norm C(r0) and ε→ 0+
if C(r0) → 0. Nr denotes is the non-tangential maximal function truncated at height
r, δ(X) = t for a point X = (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, t0), ∇Tu is the tangential gradient of u
on ∂Ω × {t} and dX is the product measure dσdt.
Proof. In order to establish (3.2) we localize to coordinates. Let U = Uℓ be one of the
sets from Definition 3.1 with corresponding map ϕ = ϕℓ, equally set U˜ = U˜ℓ. We can
now consider the operator L as being defined on an open subset U×(0, t0) of Rn+, where
∂Ω corresponds to the hyperplane {(x, 0); x ∈ U}. We achieve this by pulling back the
coefficients of L from Ωt0 to U × (0, t0) using the smooth map Φ : (x, t) 7→ (ϕ(x), t). At
this stage we also pull back the product metric dσ⊗ dt from ∂Ω× (0, t0) to U × (0, t0)
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and we get another product metric that we (in a slight abuse of notation) still denote
by dσ ⊗ dt on U × (0, t0).
Since we are going to use a partition of unity we also consider a smooth cutoff
function φ(x, t) = φ(x) defined on Rn+, independent of the t = xn variable such that
0 ≤ φ(x, t) ≤ 1, supp φ ⊂ U˜ × R.
Instead of the left-hand side of (3.2) (by the ellipticity of the coefficients) we are
going to estimate a similar object
(3.3)
¨
U×(0,r)
aij
ann
(∂iV )(∂jV )φt dσ dt,
for functions V = ∇u · ~Tτ , for 1 ≤ τ ≤ m. Here and below we use the summation
convention and consider the variable t to be the n-th variable. We begin by integrating
by parts ¨
U×(0,r)
aij
ann
(∂iV )(∂jV )φt dσ dt =
1
2
ˆ
U×{r}
∂j(|V |2) aij
ann
φtνi dσ −(3.4)
−
¨
U×(0,r)
1
ann
V (LV )φt dσ dt−
¨
U×(0,r)
V (∂jV )aij∂i
(
φt
ann
)
dσ dt.
Here νi is the i-th component of the outer normal ν, which (given we consider a product
metric) is is just the vector en for the boundary U × {r}. Hence the first term is non-
vanishing only for i = n. We work on the last term, as it is the most complicated. This
one splits into three new terms, one when the derivative hits t (where only the term
with i = n will remain) and another two when it hits φ and 1/ann:
−
¨
U×(0,r)
V (∂jV )
anj
ann
φ dσ dt −
¨
U×(0,r)
V (∂jV )
aij
ann
(∂iφ)t dσ dt
+
¨
U×(0,r)
V (∂jV )
aij
a2nn
(∂iann)φt dσ dt.(3.5)
Consider now the first term of (3.5). For j = n, as φ is independent of xn = t, we only
get
(3.6) − 1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂n(|V |2φ) dσ dt = 1
2
ˆ
U
|V |2φ dσ − 1
2
ˆ
U×{r}
|V |2φ dσ
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For j < n the first term of (3.5) is handled as follows. We introduce an artificial
term 1 = ∂nt inside the integral and integrate by parts.
− 1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂j(|V |2)anj
ann
φ(∂nt) dσ dt = −1
2
ˆ
U×{r}
∂j(|V |2)anj
ann
φt dσ
+
1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂n
(
∂j(|V |2)anj
ann
φ
)
t dσdt = −1
2
ˆ
U×{r}
∂j(|V |2)anj
ann
φt dσ(3.7)
+
1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂j∂n(|V |2)anj
ann
φt dσdt+
1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂j(|V |2)∂n
(
anj
ann
)
φt dσdt.
The first term here gets completely cancelled out by the first term of (3.4) as they have
opposite signs. The second term can be further integrated by parts and we obtain
1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂j∂n(|V |2)anj
ann
φt dσdt = −1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂n(|V |2)∂j
(
anj
ann
)
φt dσdt
− 1
2
¨
U×(0,r)
∂n(|V |2)anj
ann
(∂jφ)t dσdt(3.8)
We now notice that the last term of (3.5), the third term on the righthand side of
(3.7) and the first on the righthand side of (3.8) are of same type and are bounded
from above by
(3.9) C
¨
U×(0,r)
|V ||∇V ||∇A|φt dσdt.
Here ∇A stands generically for either ∇anj, ∇ann. Estimating (3.9) further we see
that, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.9) is less than
(3.10) C
(¨
U×(0,r)
|V |2|∇A|2φt dσdt
)1/2(¨
U×(0,r)
|∇V |2φt dσdt
)1/2
.
Using the Carleson condition on the coefficients, and the fact that the Carleson norm
is less than ε we get that this can be further written as
Cε1/2
(ˆ
U
Nr(V )
2dy
)1/2(¨
U×(0,r)
|∇V |2φt dσdt
)1/2
(3.11)
≤ Λ
2
2
¨
U×(0,r)
|∇V |2φt dσdt+ C
2ε
2
ˆ
U
Nr(V )
2dy,
where the last line follows from the inequality between arithmetic and geometric means.
We observe that the first term on the second line is no more than one half of (3.3) and
hence can be incorporated there.
Let us summarize what we have. For some constant C > 0 and ε (the Carleson
norm) we have that
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¨
U×(0,r)
aij
ann
(∂iV )(∂jV )φt dσ dt(3.12)
≤ Cε
ˆ
U
Nr(V )
2dy +
ˆ
U
|V |2φ dσ −
ˆ
U×{r}
|V |2φ dσ +
+
ˆ
U×{r}
∂n(|V |2)φt dσ −
¨
U×(0,r)
1
ann
V (LV )φt dσ dt+ E.
The fourth term on the righthand side is the first term of (3.4) for i = j = n. Here
(3.13) E = −
¨
U×(0,r)
∂j(|V |2) aij
ann
(∂iφ)t dσ dt−
¨
U×(0,r)
∂n(|V |2)anj
ann
(∂jφ)t dσdt.
We call E “the error terms” these are the second term of (3.5) and the second term
on the righthand side of (3.8). Both terms are of same type and contain ∂iφ for i < n.
(Recall that ∂nφ = 0).
At this point we have to use the fact that V = ∇u · ~Ti, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where (~Ti)mi=1
is a frame from Definition 3.1. It follows that in our local coordinates
V =
∑
k<n
bkvk, for some smooth functions b
k on U.
Here
vk = ∂ku =
∂u
∂xk
, for k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.
We denote by vn = ∂tu. We observe that each vk is a solution of the following auxiliary
inhomogeneous equation:
(3.14) div(A∇vk) = Lvk = −div((∂kA)v) = div ~Fk,
where the i-th component of the vector ~Fk is ( ~Fk)
i = −(∂kaij)∂ju = −(∂kaij)vj .
It remains to deal with the second term of the last line in (3.12). Clearly,
(3.15) LV =
∑
k<n
[
∂i(aij(∂jb
k))vk + aij(∂jb
k)∂ivk + aij(∂ib
k)∂jvk + b
kLvk
]
.
We will have to deal with these four terms. We start with the second and third
ones as they are the easiest. We observe that since bi are smooth, both bi and ∇bi
actually satisfy the vanishing Carleson condition. Hence these two terms put into the
expression
(3.16)
¨
U×(0,r)
1
ann
V (LV )φt dσ dt
can be estimated by
(3.17) C
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
|∇u||∇vk||B|φt dσdt,
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where B stands for a generic coefficient such as aij(∂jb
k) or aij(∂ib
k) with |B|2t being
a density of a vanishing Carleson measure. Hence in the same spirit as we dealt with
(3.9) we get ∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
|∇u||∇vk||B|φt dσdt ≤(3.18)
≤ K
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
|∇vk|2φt dσdt+ C(K)ε
ˆ
U
Nr(∇u)2dy.
The K is this formula can be arbitrary small, ε only depends on the Carleson norm of
|B|2t near the boundary, hence it can also be arbitrary small by making r1 > 0 smaller
if necessary. We choose K sufficiently small so that the first term on the second line
of (3.18) can be hidden on the left-hand side of (3.2).
Next we look at the first term of (3.15) as we place it into (3.16). We obtain
(3.19)
∣∣∣∣¨
U×(0,r)
1
ann
V ∂i(aij(∂jb
k))vkφt dσ dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C¨
U×(0,r)
|∇u|2|∇B|φt dσ dt.
Here |∇B|2t satisfies the Carleson condition with small norm since |∇aij |2t has a small
Carleson norm, and ∂jb
k and its higher derivatives are smooth functions (and so they
satisfy the vanishing Carleson condition). Hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz¨
U×(0,r)
|∇u|2|∇B|φt dσ dt ≤
(¨
U×(0,r)
|∇u|2t dσdt
)1/2(¨
U×(0,r)
|∇u|2|∇B|2t dσdt
)1/2
≤ Crε1/2
ˆ
U
N2r (∇u)dσ.(3.20)
Here we observe that the last term on the first line is of the same type as the first term
in (3.10) we have handled before. It follows that this term is small even if the Carleson
condition has a large norm by choosing r small.
We now handle the last term of (3.15) using (3.14). Placing this into (3.16) yields a
term ∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
1
ann
V bk∂i((∂kaij)vj)φt dσdt =(3.21)
= −
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
∂i
(
bkφ
ann
V t
)
(∂kaij)vj dσdt+
ˆ
U×{r}
bk∂kanj
ann
V vjφt dσ,
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where we integrate by parts and only obtain a boundary term when i = n. We deal
now with the solid integral. This gives
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
∂i
(
bk
ann
)
(∂kaij)V vjφt dσdt−(3.22)
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk(∂kaij)
ann
∂iV vj φt dσdt−
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂kaij
ann
V vj(∂iφ)t dσdt −
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂kanj
ann
V vj φ dσdt,
where the last term only appears for i = n (as ∂n(t) = 1). We notice that the
first term here is of the same type as the first term in (3.10) and hence bounded
by ε
´
U
Nr(∇u)2 dσ. The second term is handled exactly as (3.9) (noticing that |vj| ≤
|∇u|). Hence this term is (in absolute value) no greater than
K
¨
U×(0,r)
|∇V |2φt dσdt+ C(K)ε
ˆ
U
N2r (∇u)dy,
where K > 0 can be arbitrary small and ε > 0 depends on the Carleson norm of the
coefficients. Thus as before by choosing K sufficiently small this term can be absorbed
into the left-hand side of (3.12).
The third term of (3.22) is another “error” term of type similar to (3.13). We will
handle this at the end. Hence the only term remaining is
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂kanj
ann
V vj φ dσdt = −
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂kanj
ann
V vj φ∂n(t) dσdt.
Here we introduced an extra term 1 = ∂n(t) and now integrate by parts again. This
gives
−
∑
k<n
ˆ
U×{r}
bk∂kanj
ann
V vj φt dσdt+(3.23)
+
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
∂n
(
bk
ann
)
(∂kanj)V vj φt dσdt+
+
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂kanj
ann
V ∂nvj φt dσdt+
+
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂kanj
ann
∂nV vj φt dσdt+
+
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk(∂n∂kanj)
ann
V vj φt dσdt.
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The first four terms are of same type we have encountered before. The first term here
is cancelled by the last term of (3.21). The second term is bounded by ε
´
U
N2r (∇u) dσ
(c.f. (3.10)). The third term is like (3.17) and the fourth like the second term of (3.22).
Finally, in the last term we have two derivatives on the coefficient (∂n∂kanj) but only
one of the derivatives is in the normal direction since k < n. Hence we integrate by
parts one more time (moving the ∂k derivative). We get∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk(∂n∂kanj)
ann
V vj φt dσdt =(3.24)
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
∂k
(
bk
ann
)
(∂nanj)V vj φt dσdt−
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂nanj
ann
V ∂kvj φt dσdt−
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂nanj
ann
∂kV vj φt dσdt−
−
∑
k<n
¨
U×(0,r)
bk∂nanj
ann
V vj (∂kφ)t dσdt.
Here the second, third and fourth terms are like the second, third and fourth terms in
(3.23) and are handled likewise. Finally, the last term is another of the “error terms”.
This concludes the analysis of the term (3.16) in (3.12).
Finally, we sum over all choices of functions V = Vτ = ∇u · ~Tτ , for 1 ≤ τ ≤ m and
over all sets Uℓ (from Definition 3.1) choosing the smooth cutoff functions φ = φℓ in
(3.3) such that they are the partition of unity, that is∑
φℓ = 1 on ∂Ω and supp φℓ ⊂ U˜ℓ.
We first observe that the terms we called “error terms” completely cancel out. There
are the terms in (3.13) plus two extra terms later on. This is due to the fact that∑
ℓ(∂jφℓ) = 0. That means that summing over τ these terms equal to zero. This
cancellation happens even if we work on different coordinate charts since the term we
started our calculation (3.3) does not depend on choice of coordinates. Hence after
taking into account all remaining terms we have by (3.12):
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∇(∇Tu(X))|2δ(X) dX ≈
≈
m∑
i=1
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∇Vτ(X)|2δ(X) dX ≤(3.25)
≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|2 dσ + ε
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ +
+ K
m∑
τ=1
[ˆ
∂Ω×{r}
∂n(|Vτ |2)r dσ −
ˆ
∂Ω×{r}
|Vτ |2 dσ
]
.
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At this point we have to deal with the last two termsˆ
∂Ω×{r}
∂n(|Vτ |2)r dσ −
ˆ
∂Ω×{r}
|Vτ |2 dσ =
=
ˆ
∂Ω×{r}
∂n(|Vτ |2t) dσ − 2
ˆ
∂Ω×{r}
|Vτ |2 dσ ≤
ˆ
∂Ω×{r}
∂n(|Vτ |2t) dσ.
We would like to estimate this by a solid integral by integrating r over an interval
(0, r′) and averaging. This yields
(3.26)
1
r′
ˆ r′
0
ˆ
∂Ω×{r}
∂n(|Vτ |2t) dX =
ˆ
∂Ω×{r′}
|Vτ |2 dσ.
This term is still not a solid integral so we use the averaging technique one more
time by integrating over r′ and averaging over an interval (0, r0). This yields a solid
integral
1
r0
¨
∂Ω×(0,r0)
|Vτ |2 dX ≤ 1
r0
¨
∂Ω×(0,r0)
|∇u|2 dX.
Going back to (3.25) we have to perform this double averaging procedure on all terms.
This leads to introduction of some harmless weight terms and finally an estimate
¨
∂Ω×(0,r/2)
|∇(∇Tu(X))|2δ(X) dX ≤(3.27)
≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|2 dσ + ε
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ +
K
r
‖∇u‖2L2(Ω).

Lemma 3.2 deals with square function estimates for tangential directions. We have
following for the normal derivative:
Lemma 3.3. Let u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic dif-
ferential operator defined on Ωt0 with bounded coefficients which are such that (3.1) is
the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0). Then ˆ
∂Ω
S2r (∂nu) dσ =
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∇(∂nu(X))|2δ(X) dX ≤(3.28)
≤ K
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∇(∇Tu(X))|2δ(X) dX + ε
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u) dσ
= K
ˆ
∂Ω
S2r (∇Tu) dσ + ε
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u) dσ
provided r ≤ min{r0, t0}. Here ε > 0 depends only on the Carleson norm C(r0) and
ε → 0+ as C(r0) → 0 and K only depends on the domain, ellipticity constant and
dimension n.
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Proof. We integrate by parts in ∂Ω × (0, r). We use the notation introduced above
where we denoted vn = ∂nu. Clearly¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∇vn(X)|2δ(X) dX(3.29)
=
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∇Tvn(X)|2δ(X) dX +
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂nvn(X)|2δ(X) dX =
=
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂n(∇Tu(X))|2δ(X) dX +
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂nvn(X)|2δ(X) dX
The first term is clearly controlled by the square function of ∇Tu. It remains to deal
with the second term. Since
|ann∂nvn|2 = |∂n(annvn)− ∂n(ann)vn|2 ≤ 2|∂n(annvn)|2 + 2|∂n(ann)vn|2.
We see that by the ellipticity assumption¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂nvn(X)|2δ(X) dX ≈
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
(ann(X))
2|∂nvn(X)|2δ(X) dX ≤(3.30)
≤ 2
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂n(annvn)|2t dX + 2
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂n(ann)vn|2t dX.
Here as before X = (x, t), i.e. t is the last n-th coordinate. The second term (using
the Carleson condition) is bounded by ε
´
∂Ω
N2r (∇u) dσ. We further estimate the first
term. Using the equation u satisfies we see that
∂n(annvn) = −
∑
(i,j)6=(n,n)
∂i(aij∂ju).
From this point on we use local coordinates. It follows that¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂n(annvn)|2t dX ≤ (n2 − 1)
∑
(i,j)6=(n,n)
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂i(aij∂ju)|2t dX(3.31)
≤ 2(n2 − 1)
∑
(i,j)6=(n,n)
[¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|∂i(aij)|2|∂ju|2t dX +
¨
∂Ω×(0,r)
|aij |2|∂i∂ju|2t dX
]
.
The first term here is of the same type as the last term of (3.30) and is bounded by
ε
´
∂Ω
N2r (∇u) dσ. Because (i, j) 6= (n, n)
|∂i∂ju|2 ≤ |∇(∇Tu)|2,
hence the last term of (3.31) is also bounded by the square function of ∇Tu. 
4. Comparability of the Nontangential Maximal Function and the
Square Function
If we combine the results of Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain the following inequality.
Lemma 4.1. Let u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic differen-
tial operator defined on Ωt0 with bounded coefficients which are such that (3.1) is the
density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0.
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Then there exists r1 > 0 and K > 0 depending only on the geometry of the domain
Ω, ellipticity constant Λ, dimension n and the Carleson norm of coefficients such thatˆ
∂Ω
S2r/2(∇u) dσ ≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ,(4.1)
for all r ≤ min{r0, r1, t0}.
Proof. We observe that first two terms on the righthand side of (3.2) can both be
bounded by K
´
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ. Recall that the last term Kr ‖∇u‖2L2(Ω) appears there
due to averaging of (3.26). This last averaging is however unnecessary as the righthand
side of (3.26) can be directly bounded by a multiple of
´
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ. From this (4.1)
follows. 
We note that Lemma 4.1 holds regardless of the size of Carleson norm C(r0). We
would like to establish an analogue of Lemma 4.1 for values p different from 2. In order
to do that we first observe that a local version of Lemma 4.1 is also true:
Lemma 4.2. Consider an operator L defined on a subset 2U × (0, r) of Rn+, with
r ≃ diam(U). Then there exists K > 0 depending only on the ellipticity constant Λ,
dimension n and the Carleson norm of coefficients such thatˆ
U×(0,r)
|∇2u|t dσ dt ≤ K
ˆ
2U
N2r (∇u)dσ.(4.2)
Proof. The proof is essentially same as the proof of Lemma 4.1 since the estimate
(3.2) is based on local considerations. However, the terms of type (3.13) have to be
considered now as they only disappear in the global estimate. Observe that |∂iφ| ≤ C/r
hence these “error” terms are bounded from above by
C
¨
U×(0,r)
|∇2u||∇u| t
r
dσ dt.
By Cauchy-Schwartz this can be further bounded by
C
(¨
U×(0,r)
|∇2u|2t dσ dt
)1/2(¨
U×(0,r)
|∇u|2 t
r2
dσ dt
)1/2
.
Since |∇u(X)| ≤ N(∇u)(Q) for all X ∈ Γ(Q) the term ˜
U×(0,r)
|∇u|2 t
r2
dσ dt is further
bounded by ˆ
U
1
r
(ˆ r
0
N2r (∇u)(Q) trdt
)
dσ(Q) ≤
ˆ
U
N2r (∇u)dσ.
From this (4.2) follows. 
We claim that Lemma 4.2 implies that the square function is controlled by the non-
tangential maximal function in Lp for p > 2 as well.
Lemma 4.3. Let u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic differen-
tial operator defined on Ωt0 with bounded coefficients which are such that (3.1) is the
density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0.
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Then for any p ≥ 2 there exists r1 > 0 and K > 0 depending only on the geometry of
the domain Ω, ellipticity constant Λ, dimension n and the Carleson norm of coefficients
such that ˆ
∂Ω
Spr/2(∇u) dσ ≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
Npr (∇u)dσ,(4.3)
for all r ≤ min{r0, r1, t0}.
Proof. The lemma has already been proved when p = 2, since then it is just the
statement of Lemma 4.1, so we only need to consider p > 2. Moreover, it suffices to
prove (4.3) on each coordinate patch Uℓ for ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , k. In fact, we can go slightly
further and say it is sufficient to proveˆ
U0ℓ
Spr/2(∇u) dσ ≤ K
ˆ
U0ℓ
Npr (∇u)dσ(4.4)
for each ℓ, where U˜ℓ ⊆ U0ℓ ⊆ Uℓ. Because we only need to consider p > 2, Lemma
2 on page 152 of [18] shows that to prove (4.4) it is sufficient to show the relative
distributional inequality
(4.5)
|{x ∈ U0ℓ |S[a],r/2(∇u)(x) > 2λ,M(Nr(∇u)2)(x)
1
2 ≤ αλ}|
≤ Cα2|{x ∈ U0ℓ |S[2a],r/2(∇u)(x) > λ}|,
where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function on U0ℓ .
Now, for each ℓ, we describe a localised Whitney decomposition of the set where
S[2a],r/2(∇u) > λ (c.f. [9, A-34], which we follow here). First for each ℓ we find a
finite number of cubes Qℓ,j for which U˜ℓ ⊆ ∪jQℓ,j ⊆ Uℓ and the side length ℓ(Qℓ,j)
of Qℓ,j is comparable with r. We denote Pℓ,j = {x ∈ Qℓ,j |S[2a],r/2(∇u)(x) > λ} and
Kℓ,j = {x ∈ Qℓ,j |S[2a],r/2(∇u)(x) ≤ λ}
Fix a pair (ℓ, j). If Kℓ,j is empty, define Fℓ,j := {Qℓ,j}. If Kℓ,j is non-empty we will
define Fℓ,j to be a collection of dyadic sub-cubes of Qℓ,j in the following way. First
observe that we can write Pℓ,j as the union of
P kℓ,j = {x ∈ Pℓ,j | 2ℓ(Qℓ,j)
√
n2−k < dist(x,Kℓ,j) ≤ 4ℓ(Qℓ,j)
√
n2−k}
for k ∈ N.
We can find 2n−1 dyadic sub-cubes of Qℓ,j by bisecting each side of Qℓ,j. We denote
the collection of these 2n−1 cubes as D1ℓ,j and each cube in the collection has side length
equal to ℓ(Qℓ,j)/2. Equally, we can find 2
n−1 dyadic sub-cubes of each cube in D1ℓ,j
by again bisecting each side of it. Thus, we have 22(n−1) subcubes of the cubes in
D1ℓ,j which have ℓ(Qℓ,j)/2
2. We denote the collection of these 22(n−1) cubes by D2ℓ,j.
Continuing inductively Dkℓ,j is a collection of 2
k(n−1) dyadic cubes with side length equal
to ℓ(Qℓ,j)/2
k.
Let F ′ℓ,j be the collection of all cubes Q in Dkℓ,j for some k ∈ N such that Q∩P kℓ,j 6= ∅.
Let Q ∈ F ′ℓ,j and pick x ∈ Q ∩ P kℓ,j. Observe that
ℓ(Qℓ,j)2
−k
√
n− 1 = dist(x,Kℓ,j)− ℓ(Qℓ,j)2−k
√
n− 1 = dist(x,Kℓ,j)− ℓ(Q)
√
n− 1
≤ dist(Q,Kℓ,j) ≤ dist(x,Kℓ,j) ≤ 4ℓ(Qℓ,j)2−k
√
n− 1
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and so,
(4.6) ℓ(Q)
√
n− 1 ≤ dist(Q,Kℓ,j) ≤ 4ℓ(Q)
√
n− 1.
Given that F ′ℓ,j is a collection of dyadic cubes, any two cubes which intersect have the
property that one is contained in the other. Thus, we may define Fℓ,j to be the set of
cubes Q ∈ F ′ℓ,j such that if Q′ ∈ F ′ℓ,j and Q ∩Q′ 6= ∅, then Q′ ⊆ Q. That is Fℓ,j is the
set of maximal cubes in F ′ℓ,j. Clearly then, Fℓ,j is a collection of disjoint dyadic cubes.
Our Whitney decomposition of {x ∈ Uℓ |S[a],r/2(∇u)(x) > λ} is then the collection
Fℓ :=
⋃
j
Fℓ,j.
This collection has the properties that each Q ∈ Fℓ is such that either (4.6) holds or
ℓ(Q) ≃ r, ⋃
Q∈Fℓ
Q = {x ∈ ∪jQℓ,j |S[2a],r/2(∇u)(x) > λ},
and there exists a constant C such that there are at most C cubes that intersect at
any given point.
Fix Q ∈ Fℓ and set
R := {x ∈ Q |Sr/2(∇u)(x) > 2λ,M(Nr(∇u)2)(x) 12 ≤ αλ}
If x ∈ R and (4.6) holds for Q, then there exists x′ such that dist(x, x′) ≤ 4√nℓ(Q)
and S[2a],r/2(∇u)(x′) ≤ λ. Consequently there exists a constant α such that
(4.7)
S[a],αℓ(Q)(∇u)2(x) ≥ S[a],r/2(∇u)2(x)−
¨
Γ[a],r/2(x)∩(Rn−1×(αℓ(Q),r/2))
|∇2u|2t2−ndσdt
≥ S[a],r/2(∇u)2(x)− S[2a],r/2(∇u)2(x′)
≥ 4λ2 − λ2 = 3λ2
Then, if R is non-empty (say x0 ∈ R), we can apply Lemma 4.2 to conclude that
(4.8)
|R| ≤ 1
3λ2
ˆ
Q
S[a],αℓ(Q)(∇u)2dσ ≤ C
λ2
ˆ
Q×(0,αℓ(Q))
|∇2u|2t dσdt
≤ CK
λ2
ˆ
2Q
Nαℓ(Q)(∇u)2dσ ≤ 2
nCK|Q|
λ2
M(Nr(∇u)2)(x0) ≤ 2nCKα2|Q|.
Furthermore, if (4.6) does not hold, then r/2 ≃ ℓ(Q), so we may repeat (4.8) without
the need for (4.7). Finally, we observe that the inequality |R| ≤ 2nCKα2|Q| is trivial
if R is empty. Thus, summing over Q ∈ Fℓ we obtain (4.5) with U0ℓ = ∪jQℓ,j . 
Now we would like to establish a reverse inequality showing that the non-tangential
maximal function can be dominated by the square function. As we shall see in the
proof we will have to assume small Carleson norm. We start with the following local
lemma working in coordinates on Rn+ with boundary R
n−1.
Lemma 4.4. Let u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic differen-
tial operator defined on Rn+ with bounded coefficients such that (3.1) is the density of
a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm ε.
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Let φ be a non-negative Lipschitz function and let Q be a cube in Rn−1 with r =
diam(Q). Suppose that φ(x) ≤ 12r/a for x ∈ Q∗. Here Q∗ is a dilated Q by factor
of 5. Then if ‖∇φ‖L∞(Rn−1) is sufficiently small, there are constants a (c.f. Definition
2.5) and C (depending only on Λ, Carleson norm ε, ‖∇φ‖L∞(Rn−1) and a), such that
‖∇u(., φ(.))‖2L2(Q) ≤ C (‖S(∇u)‖2L2(Q∗) + ε‖N(∇u)‖2L2(Q∗)
+ ‖N(∇u)‖L2(Q∗)‖S(∇u)‖L2(Q∗) + rn−1|∇u(Xr)|2),(4.9)
where Xr is an arbitrary corkscrew point, i.e., any point in {X = (x, t);φ(x)+r/2 ≤ t ≤
φ(x) + 6r/a}. The square and non-tangential maximal function in (4.9) are defined
using non-tangential cones Γa(.). Both square function and non-tangential maximal
functions on the righthand side can be truncated at a height that is a multiple of r.
Proof. Recall the mapping Φ : Rn+ → Ωφ = {X = (x, t); t > φ(x)} used by Dahlberg,
Keing and Stein (see for example [2] or [15] and many others) defined as
(4.10) Φ(X) = (x, c0t+ (θt ∗ φ)(x)),
where (θt)t>0 is smooth compactly supported approximate identity and c0 can be chosen
large enough (depending only on ‖∇φ‖L∞(Rn−1) so that Φ is one to one. We pull back
the solution u in Ωφ of div(A∇u) = 0 to a solution v = u◦Φ of a different second order
elliptic equation div(B∇v) = 0.
The coefficient matrix B satisfies ellipticity condition with constant that is a multiple
of Λ and which depends on ‖∇φ‖L∞(Rn−1). Also if ε is the Carleson norm of
sup{t|∇aij(Y )|2 : Y ∈ Bt/2((x, t))},
then the Carleson norm of
sup{t|∇bij(Y )|2 : Y ∈ Bt/2((x, t))},
for B = (bij) will only depend on ε and ‖∇φ‖L∞ . Furthermore, if ‖∇φ‖L∞ is small
enough, then the Carleson norm of the matrix B can be guaranteed to be less than 2ε.
We choose a smooth function ξ1 : R
n−1 → R such that ξ1(x) = 1 for x ∈ Q,
|ξ′1| ≤ 16/r and support contained in a concentric dilation (9/8)Q. Choose another
function ξ2 : [0,∞)→ R such that ξ2(t) = 1 on [0, r], |ξ′2| ≤ 5/r and support contained
in [0, 2r]. Now define ξ(X) = ξ(x, t) = ξ1(x)ξ2(t).
Denote by wi = ∂iv for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For each i ≤ n− 1 we haveˆ
Rn−1
wi(x, 0)
2ξ1(x)dx = −
¨
Rn+
∂n(w
2
i ξ)(X) dX
= −
¨
Rn+
2wi(∂nwi)ξ dX −
¨
Rn+
w2i ξ1ξ
′
2 dX.(4.11)
The second term on the right-hand side of (4.11) is controlled by r−1
˜
K
w2i where
K = {X = (x, t); x ∈ Q∗ and r/3 ≤ t ≤ 7r/a}. Let Xr be any point in K and choose
K ′ and K ′′ to be the appropriate concentric enlargements of K. We set c = 1
K ′
˜
K ′
wi.
Using [8, Thm 8.17] we may further estimate this term by
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r−1
¨
K
(wi − wi(Xr))2 dX + r−1
¨
K
w2i (Xr) dX
≤ Crn−1 oscK(wi)2 + Crn−1|wi(Xr)|2
≤ Crn−1 sup
K
|wi − c|2 + Crn−1|wi(Xr)|2
≤ Cr−1
¨
K ′
|wi − c|2 dX + Crn−1+2(1−n/q)‖(∂iB)w‖2Lq(K ′) + Crn−1|wi(Xr)|2,
for q > n. Here we are using (3.14) with matrix A replaced by B. Using the Poincare´’s
inequality and Carleson condition for B this can be further estimated by
C
¨
K ′′
|∇(wi)|2r dX + Cε2‖N(∇u)‖2L2(Q∗) + Crn−1|wi(Xr)|2
≤ C‖S(∇u)‖2L2(Q∗) + Cε2‖N(∇u)‖2L2(Q∗) + Crn−1|wi(Xr)|2.(4.12)
The first term on the righthand side of (4.11) can be estimated by
−
¨
Rn+
2wi(∂nwi)ξ dX
= −
¨
Rn+
2wi(∂nwi)ξ∂n(t) dX = 2
¨
Rn+
[∂n(wi(∂nwi)ξ)]t dX
= 2
¨
Rn+
(∂nwi)
2ξt dX + 2
¨
Rn+
wi(∂
2
nwi)ξt dX + 2
¨
Rn+
wi(∂nwi)ξ1ξ
′
2t dX
=: I + II + III.
Using the fact that i ≤ n−1 we see that ∂2nwi in the term II can be written as ∂i∂nwn.
This gives
II = −2
¨
Rn+
(∂nwn)∂i(wiξ)t dX
= −2
¨
Rn+
(∂nwn)∂i(wi)ξt dX − 2
¨
Rn+
(∂nwn)wi∂i(ξ1)ξ2t dX
= II1 + II2.
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We observe that the terms I and II1 are both bounded by the square function
‖S2r(w)‖2L2(Q∗). This is further bounded by ‖S(∇u)‖2L2(Q∗), where the square func-
tion is truncated at a greater height or not truncated at all. For II2 and III we have
II2 + III ≤ C
r
¨
Q∗×(0,2r)
|∇w||w|t dX
≤ C
(¨
Q∗×(0,2r)
|∇w|2t dX
)1/2(¨
Q∗×(0,2r)
|w|2 t
r2
dX
)1/2
≤ C‖S(w)‖L2(Q∗)
(ˆ
Q∗
1
r
ˆ 2r
0
|w|2 dt dx
)1/2
≤ C‖S(w)‖L2(Q∗)
(ˆ
Q∗
2r
r
|N(w)|2 dx
)1/2
= C‖S(w)‖L2(Q∗)‖N(w)‖L2(Q∗).
This bounds (4.11) by terms that appear on the righthand side of (4.9).
It remains to estimate
´
Rn−1
wn(x, 0)
2ξ1(x)dx. We estimate instead an expression for
co-normal derivative H =
∑
j bnjwj. This is sufficient sinceˆ
Rn−1
wn(x, 0)
2ξ1(x)dx ≈
ˆ
Rn−1
(bnnwn)
2(x, 0)ξ1(x)dx
≤ n
[ˆ
Rn−1
H2ξ1 dx+
∑
j<n
ˆ
Rn−1
(bnjwj)
2ξ1 dx
]
(4.13)
≤ n
ˆ
Rn−1
H2ξ1 dx+ C
∑
j<n
ˆ
Rn−1
w2j (x, 0)ξ1(x) dx
Hence if we can obtain estimates for the first term we are done since the second term
has already been bounded. We proceed as before.ˆ
Rn−1
H(x, 0)2ξ1(x)dx = −
¨
Rn+
∂n(H
2ξ)(X) dX
= −
¨
Rn+
2H(∂nH)ξ dX −
¨
Rn+
H2ξ1ξ
′
2 dX.(4.14)
As before we observe that the second term can be bounded by r−1
∑
i
˜
K
w2i . The
calculation we have done above holds for any i even i = n giving us bound (4.12).
It remains to deal with the first term. Using the equation div(B∇v) = 0
∂nH =
∑
j
∂n(bnj∂jv) = −
∑
i<n
∂i(bij∂jv) = −
∑
i<n
∂i(bijwj).
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It follows that
−
¨
Rn+
2H(∂nH)ξ dX
=
∑
i<n
¨
Rn+
2H∂i(bijwj)(∂nt)ξ dX = −
∑
i<n
¨
Rn+
2∂n(H∂i(bijwj)ξ)t dX(4.15)
= −
∑
i<n
¨
Rn+
2(∂nH)∂i(bijwj)ξt dX −
¨
Rn+
2H∂i∂n(bijwj)ξt dX
−
¨
Rn+
2H∂i(bijwj)ξ1ξ
′
2t dX = I˜ + I˜I + I˜II.
As before we do further integration by parts for the term I˜I.
I˜I =
¨
Rn+
2∂n(bijwj)∂i(Hξ)t dX
= 2
¨
Rn+
2∂n(bijwj)(∂iH)ξt dX +
¨
Rn+
2∂n(bijwj)H(∂iξ1)ξ2t dX
= I˜I1 + I˜I2.
We observe that when the derivative in terms I˜I2 and I˜II does not hit the coefficients
bij these can be estimated exactly as the corresponding terms II2 and III. When the
derivative falls on the coefficient we get “error terms” that can be estimated using the
Carleson measure property of the coefficients. In particular the term from I˜II is of the
same form as (3.20) and is handled analogously. The term we obtain from I˜I2 is of a
different nature and can be bounded above by¨
Q∗×(0,2r)
|w|2|∇B| t
r
dX.
By Cauchy-Schwarz this is no more than
C
(¨
Q∗×(0,2r)
|∇B|2|w|2t dX
)1/2(¨
Q∗×(0,2r)
|w|2 t
r2
dX
)1/2
≤ Cε‖N(w)‖L2(Q∗)
(ˆ
Q∗
1
r
ˆ 2r
0
|w|2 dt dx
)1/2
≤ Cε‖N(w)‖L2(Q∗)
(ˆ
Q∗
2r
r
|N(w)|2 dx
)1/2
= Cε‖N(w)‖2L2(Q∗).
The terms I˜ and I˜I1 contain both a derivative acting on H and a derivative acting on
bijwj. We deal with these in two parts: (a) when the derivative acting on H =
∑
bnjwj
falls on bnj and (b) when it falls on wj . First we deal with case (b). When the derivative
acting on bijwj does not hit the coefficients, we can handle them as the corresponding
terms I and II1. When this derivative falls on the coefficients, the term we get from I˜
is again of the same nature as (3.20) and the term we get from I˜I1 looks like (3.9), so
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these terms are handled as before. Finally we deal with case (a), where we either get
terms of the form (3.9), which we have dealt with before, or terms of the form
(4.16)
¨
Q∗×(0,2r)
|w|2|∇B|2tξdX . ε
ˆ
Q∗
N2r (∇u)dσ.
This concludes the proof as
‖∇u(., φ(.))‖2L2(Q) ≤ C
n∑
i=1
ˆ
Rn−1
wi(x, 0)
2ξ1(x)dx.

From now on we follow the stopping time argument from [14], in particular our
Lemma 4.4 is an analogue of [14, Lemma 3.8]. For any continuous function v : Rn+ → Rn
and ν ∈ R we define
hν,a(v)(x) = sup{t ≥ 0; sup
Γa(x,t)
|v| > ν}.
Here Γa(x, t) is a cone with vertex at (x, t) (recall that the boundary point is (x, 0)).
Hence
Γa(x, t) = (0, t) + Γa(x, 0),
is the non-tangential cone Γa(x, 0) shifted in the direction (0, t).
Lemma 4.5. If v is such that hν,a(v) <∞ then hν,a(v) is Lipschitz with constant 1/a.
Proof. See, for example [14, Lemma 3.13]. 
We also have an analogue of [14, 3.14].
Lemma 4.6. Let u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic dif-
ferential operator defined on Rn+ with bounded coefficients which are such that (3.1) is
the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
ε. Set v = ∇u and let (Qj)j be a Whitney decomposition of {x; N[a](v)(x) > ν/24}.
Given a > 0, let Ejν,ρ be the intersection of the cube Qj with
{x; N[a/12](v)(x) > ν and εN[a](v)(x) + S[a](v)(x) ≤ ρν}.
Then there exist a sufficiently small choice of ρ, independent of Qj so that for each
x ∈ Ejν,ρ there is a cube R with x ∈ 6R and R ⊂ Q∗j for which
|v(z, hν,a/12(v)(z))| > ν/2
for all z ∈ R.
Proof. Let x ∈ Ejν,ρ. By definition hν,a/12(v)(x) > 0 and so there exists a Y on
∂Γa/12(x, hν,a/12(v)(x)) such that |v(Y )| = ν (here Y = (y, yn)) and hν,a/12(v)(y) = yn.
Let r0 = yn and
K = Γa/12(x, 0) ∩ {Z; |zn − yn| < r0/6}.
Since Qj is a Whitney cube, r0 ≤ (1 + 4
√
n− 1)ℓ(Qj)/a, and we also have
3K ⊂ Γa(x, 0) and dist(3K, ∂Rn+) ≥ r0/2.
Hence again by [8, Thm 8.17] we have that
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oscK(v) ≤ C(r−n/20 ‖v− c‖L2(2K) + r1−n/q0 ‖(∇A)v‖Lq(2K)),
for any constant c and q > n. By (3.1) |(∇A)v|(Z) ≤ Cr−10 εN[a](v)(x) for Z ∈ 2K, so
r
1−n/q
0 ‖(∇A)v‖Lq(2K) ≤ CεN[a](v)(x)
and so using Poincare´’s inequality
|v(Z)− v(Y )| ≤ oscK(v) ≤ C(r1−n/20 ‖∇v‖L2(3K) + εN[a](v)(x))
≤ C(S[a](v)(x) + εN[a](v)(x)) ≤ Cρν,
for any Z ∈ K. Thus we may choose ρ sufficiently small so that |v(Z)− v(Y )| ≤ ν/2.
Then clearly |v(z, hν,a/12(v)(z))| > ν/2 for |z − y| ≤ ar0/72. 
Finally, the good-λ inequality can be converted using standard methods to a global
inequality between N and S. We have the following:
Lemma 4.7. Let u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic differ-
ential operator defined on Ωt0 with bounded coefficients such that
(4.17) sup{δ(X)|∇aij(Y )|2 : Y ∈ Bδ(X)/2(X)}
is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0).
Then there exists ε > 0 depending only on the geometry of the domain Ω, the ellip-
ticity constant Λ, dimension n and p such that if C(r0) < ε thenˆ
∂Ω
N2r/2(∇u) dx ≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
S2r (∇u)dx+
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|2 dX.(4.18)
Here K only depends on the geometry of the domain Ω, elliptic constant Λ, p and
dimension n. Here Nh, Sh are truncated versions of non-tangential maximal function
and square function, respectively.
Remark. The term
˜
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|2 dX is necessary if Ω is a bounded domain. Consider
for example L = ∆ on Ω ⊂ Rn. Let u be a harmonic function in Ω. Then for any
vector c we have that S(∇u) = S(∇(u+ c · x)) but clearly N(∇u) 6= N(∇(u+ c · x)).
This term is not necessary if the domain is unbounded and we consider untruncated
versions of the non-tangential maximal function and the square function.
Proof. We only highlight the major points of the proof as the basic idea is the same as
in [14]. Applying standard good-λ inequality methods and Lemma 4.6, we see that
|{x;N[a/12](∇u)(x) > λ}|
≤ |{x;N[a/12](∇u)(x) > λ, εN[a](∇u)(x) + S[a](∇u)(x) ≤ ρλ}|
+|{x; εN[a](∇u)(x) + S[a](∇u)(x) > ρλ}|
≤ |{x;M(∇u(·, hν,a/12(∇u)(·))(x) > λ/2}|
+|{x; εN[a](∇u)(x) + S[a](∇u)(x) > ρλ}|
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Multiplying this inequality by λ and integrating in λ, we obtain the inequality
‖N[a/12](v)‖2L2(Q0)
≤ C
(
‖M(v(·, hν,a/12(v)(·)))‖2L2(Q0) + ‖S[a](v)‖2L2(Q0) + ε‖N[a](v)‖2L2(Q0)
)
≤ C
(
‖v(·, hν,a/12(v)(·))‖2L2(Q) + ‖S[a](v)‖2L2(Q∗) + ε‖N[a](v)‖2L2(Q∗)
)
.(4.19)
HereM is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function, Q0 is a cube, Q = 2Q0 andQ
∗ = 5Q
is such that Q∗ is contained in a single coordinate patch Uℓ.
Now we can apply Lemma 4.4 to the first term on the right-hand side of (4.19) and
after summing over an appropriate collection of cubes Q0 obtain
‖N[a/12](∇u)‖2L2(∂Ω) ≤ C (‖S[a](∇u)‖2L2(∂Ω) + ε‖N[a](∇u)‖2L2(∂Ω)
+ ‖N[a](∇u)‖L2(∂Ω)‖S[a](∇u)‖L2(∂Ω) +
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|2 dX),(4.20)
Note that Lemma 4.4 requires the Lipschitz function φ has a small Lipschitz norm.
Since we are using function hν,a/12(v) in place of φ, if we choose a > 0 large enough
by Lemma 4.5 the Lipschitz norm will be small. Standard techniques also tell us that
‖N[a](∇u)‖L2(∂Ω) . ‖N[a/12](∇u)‖L2(∂Ω), so if ε is chosen small enough in (4.20) then
(4.18) will follow. 
5. The (R)2 Regularity Problem
Theorem 5.1. Let Ω ⊂M be a Lipschitz domain with Lipschitz norm L on a smooth
Riemannian manifoldM and Lu = div(A∇u) be an elliptic differential operator defined
on Ω with ellipticity constant Λ and coefficients which are such that
(5.1) sup{δ(X)|∇aij(Y )|2 : Y ∈ Bδ(X)/2(X)}
is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0). Then there exists ε = ε(Λ, n) > 0 such that if max{L,C(r0)} < ε then the
regularity problem
Lu = 0, in Ω,
u = f, on ∂Ω,
N(∇u) ∈ L2(∂Ω),
is solvable for all f with ‖∇Tf‖L2(∂Ω) < ∞. Moreover, there exists a constant C =
C(Λ, n, a) > 0 such that
(5.2) ‖N(∇u)‖L2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖∇Tf‖L2(∂Ω).
Proof. For any f in the Besov space B2,21/2(∂Ω) the exists a unique H
2
1 (Ω) solution by
the Lax-Milgram theorem. Observe that f ∈ H21 (∂Ω) ⊂ B2,21/2(∂Ω) so it only remains
to establish the estimate (5.2).
Consider ε > 0 and take C(r0) < ε. To keep matters simple let us first consider the
case when ∂Ω is smooth. In this case Lemma 3.2 applies directly. If follows that for
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all small rˆ
∂Ω
S2r/2(∇u) dσ ≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|2 dσ + C(ε)
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ +
K
r
‖∇u‖2L2(Ω).(5.3)
Here C(ε) → 0 if ε → 0. We now choose ε small enough such that Lemma 4.7 holds.
It follows thatˆ
∂Ω
N2r/4(∇u) dσ ≤ K˜
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|2 dσ + C(ε)K2
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ(5.4)
+ K˜(r)‖∇u‖2L2(Ω).
Here K appearing in (5.4) is the same constant as in the estimate (4.18).
We also observe that we have a pointwise estimate
(5.5) N2r (∇u)(X) ≤ N2r/4(∇u)(X) + C(r)
¨
Ωr/8
|∇u(Y )|2 dY
for all X ∈ ∂Ω. Seeing this is not hard as we are estimating |∇u| away from the bound-
ary. Hence by the Carleson condition we have |∇A| ≤ C(r) there. Rest is a standard
bootstrap argument using the equation v = ∇u satisfies, i.e., Lv = div((∇A)v) even-
tually yielding pointwise bound on |∇u| for {X ∈ ∂Ω; dist(X, ∂Ω) ∈ [r/4, r]}. Finally,
combining (5.4) and (5.5) we obtainˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u) dσ ≤ K˜
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|2 dσ + C(ε)K2
ˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u)dσ(5.6)
+
˜˜
K(r)‖∇u‖2L2(Ω).
We now can make our final choice of ε. We choose it sufficiently small such that the
constant in (5.6) C(ε)K2 < 1/2 which yieldsˆ
∂Ω
N2r (∇u) dσ ≤ 2K˜
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|2 dσ +2 ˜˜K(r)‖∇u‖2L2(Ω).(5.7)
From this the desired estimate follows since the term ‖∇u‖2L2(Ω), i.e., anH21 (Ω) estimate
of the solution u, follows from the Lax-Milgram.
Now turn to the more general case, when Ω has a Lipschitz boundary with sufficiently
small Lipschitz constant L. This case also includes the C1 boundary as in such case L
can be taken arbitrary small.
The crucial point is that the proofs of Lemmas 3.2-4.7 in the smooth case are based
on local estimates near boundary ∂Ω. This means we can reduce the matter to a
situation where we have an open set U in Rn and a Lipschitz function φ with Lipschitz
constant L such that in U the set Ω looks like {(x, t) ∈ Rn; t > φ(x)}.
Now the map (4.10) is a bijection between the sets Rn+ and {(x, t) ∈ Rn; t > φ(x)}.
In fact if c > ℓ then the map Φ is a local bijection,, where ℓ = ‖∇φ‖BMO. Hence
by pulling back everything (metric, coefficients) using Φ we are left with proving local
estimates on a subset of Rn+. However, this is exactly what we did above. We only
have to be careful about how much the Carleson constant of the coefficients changes
when we move from the set {(x, t) ∈ Rn; t > φ(x)} to Rn+. A computation gives us that
if the original constant was C, the new constant on Rn+ will be C + C(ℓ) where C(ℓ)
is an increasing function in ℓ such that limℓ→0+ C(ℓ) = 0. From this the claim follows,
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as this implies that C + C(ℓ) will be small as long as both C and ℓ are small enough.
So we get solvability on domains with small Lipschitz constant, as well as on domains
whose boundaries are given locally by functions with gradient in VMO. 
Finally, we replace the gradient Carleson condition (5.1) by a weaker condition for
oscillation of the coefficients (5.8). What this means is that the gradient ∇u no longer
has well-defined pointwise non-tangential maximal function N . Instead a weaker ver-
sion N˜ defined by (2.1) must be used.
Theorem 5.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 5.1 the (R)2 regularity
problem for the operator Lu = div(A∇u) is solvable under a weaker Carleson condition
requiring that
(5.8) δ(X)−1
(
oscB(X,δ(X)/2)aij
)2
is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0) < ε.
Moreover, there exists a constant C = C(Λ, n, a) > 0 such that
(5.9) ‖N˜(∇u)‖L2(∂Ω) ≤ C‖∇Tf‖L2(∂Ω).
Proof. The proof uses same idea as [5, Corollary 2.3]. For this reason we skip the non-
essential details. The procedure outlined in [5] implies that for a matrix A satisfying
(5.8) with ellipticity constant Λ one can find (by mollifying coefficients of A) a new
matrix A˜ with same ellipticity constant Λ such that A˜ satisfies (5.1) and
(5.10) sup{δ(X)−1|(A− A˜)(Y )|2; Y ∈ B(X, δ(X)/2)}
is the density of a Carleson measure. Moreover, if the Carleson norm for matrix
A is small (on balls of radius ≤ r0), so are the Carleson norms of (5.1) for A˜ and
(5.10). Hence by Theorem 5.1 the (R)2 regularity problem is solvable for the operator
L˜u = div(A˜∇u).
The solvability of the regularity problem for perturbed operators satisfying (5.10)
has been studied in [13]. It follows by [13, Theorem 2.1] that the Lp regularity problem
for the operator L is solvable for some p > 1. The p for which the solvability of the
regularity problem is assessed is the p such that the Lp
′
, p′ = p/(p − 1), Dirichlet
problem for the adjoint operator L∗ is solvable. Actually, the results in [13] are stated
for symmetric operators, however careful study of the proof of [13, Theorem 2.1] reveals
that what is really needed is to replace L by its adjoint when the Lp
′
Dirichlet problem
is considered.
However by [5, Theorem 2.2] the L2 Dirichlet problem for L∗ is solvable provided
the Carleson norm of (5.8) (and hence (5.1) for A˜) is sufficiently small. Hence we have
solvability of the regularity problem (R)2 by [13, Theorem 2.1, Remark 2.3]. 
6. The Square Function Revisited
In this section we revisit bounds for the square function of ∇u from the perspective
of the Neumann problem. As in Section 2 we shall assume that Ω is a smooth domain
on a smooth compact Riemannian manifold M . We also continue to use notation we
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introduced there. Recall that Ωt0 denotes the collar neighborhood of the boundary
∂Ω× (0, t0).
On Ωt0 we have a well-defined co-normal derivative of u with respect to the operator
L; in the metric dσ ⊗ dt this is just
H =
n∑
i=1
ani∂iu,
where (aij) are coefficients of the matrix A in local coordinates near the boundary.
We have the following key lemma bounding the non-tangential maximal function of
∇u by the square function of H .
Lemma 6.1. Let p ≥ 2 and u be a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an
elliptic differential operator defined on a smooth domain Ω with bounded coefficients
such that (4.17) is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at
most r0 with norm C(r0). Then there exists ε > 0 such that if C(r0) < ε then for some
K = K(Ω,Λ, n, ε, p) > 0ˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dx ≤ K
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−2|∇H|2δ(X) dX + C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|p dX.(6.1)
Proof. We mainly work in the collar neighborhood Ωt0 defined above. We choose r ≤
t0/5. Using the results we have on the solvability of the regularity problem we know
that for sufficiently small ε > 0 we have:ˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dx ≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|p dx.(6.2)
Since ∂Ω is a smooth compact manifold, there is a finite collection of ballsQ1, Q2, . . . , Qk
in Rn−1 of diameter comparable to r and smooth diffeomorphisms ϕℓ : 5Qℓ → ∂Ω such
that
⋃
ℓ ϕℓ(9/8Qℓ) covers ∂Ω. Here rQ denotes the concentric enlargement of Q by a
factor of r. Let us also find smooth partition of unity φℓ such∑
φℓ = 1 on ∂Ω, φℓ = 1 on Qℓ and supp φℓ ⊂ 9/8Qℓ.
Let us fix ℓ and work on one ball Q = Qℓ and ξ1 = φℓ. We may assume that
|ξ′1| ≤ C/r. Choose another function ξ2 : [0,∞) → R such that ξ2(t) = 1 on [0, r],
|ξ′2| ≤ 5/r and support contained in [0, 2r]. Now define
(6.3) ξ(X) = ξ(x, t) = ξ1(x)ξ2(t).
We work on estimating righthand side of (6.2) in local coordinates on 5Q× (0, 5r).
Denote by vk = ∂ku for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. For each k ≤ n− 1 we haveˆ
Rn−1
|vk(x, 0)|pξ1(x)dx = −
¨
Rn+
∂n(|vk|pξ)(X) dX
= −p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk(∂nvk)ξ dX −
¨
Rn+
|vk|pξ1ξ′2 dX = I + II.(6.4)
The second term on the right-hand side of (6.4) is controlled by
˜
K
|∇u|p where
K = {X = (x, t); x ∈ 5Q and r/2 ≤ t ≤ 5r}. We deal with the first term. Since
∂nvk = ∂kvn we have
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I = −p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk(∂kvn)ξ dX
= −p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂k
(
ani
ann
vi
)
ξ dX + p
∑
i<n
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂k
(
ani
ann
vi
)
ξ dX.(6.5)
The second term of (6.5) can be further written as
p
∑
i<n
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂k
(
ani
ann
vi
)
ξ dX
= p
∑
i<n
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vkvi∂k
(
ani
ann
)
ξ dX +
∑
i<n
¨
Rn+
∂i(|vk|p) ani
ann
ξ dX.(6.6)
We introduce (∂nt) into both the terms of (6.6) and integrate by parts. This gives
−
∑
i<n
[
p
¨
Rn+
∂n
(
|vk|p−2vkvi∂k
(
ani
ann
)
ξ
)
t dX +
¨
Rn+
∂n
(
∂i(|vk|p) ani
ann
ξ
)
t dX
]
= −
∑
i<n
[
p
¨
Rn+
∂n(|vk|p−2vk)vi∂k
(
ani
ann
)
ξt dX + p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂n(vi)∂k
(
ani
ann
)
ξt dX
+
¨
Rn+
∂i(|vk|p)∂n
(
ani
ann
)
ξt dX
]
(6.7)
−
∑
i<n
[
p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vkvi∂k
(
ani
ann
)
ξ1ξ
′
2t dX +
¨
Rn+
∂i(|vk|p) ani
ann
ξ1ξ
′
2t dX
]
−
∑
i<n
[
p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vkvi∂n∂k
(
ani
ann
)
ξt dX +
¨
Rn+
∂n∂i(|vk|p) ani
ann
ξt dX
]
.
The last two terms we integrate by parts one more time as we switch the order of
derivatives. This gives∑
i<n
[
p
¨
Rn+
∂k
(|vk|p−2vkviξ) ∂n( ani
ann
)
t dX +
¨
Rn+
∂i
(
ani
ann
ξ
)
∂n(|vk|p)t dX
]
.
=
∑
i<n
[
p
¨
Rn+
∂k(|vk|p−2vk)vi∂n
(
ani
ann
)
ξt dX + p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk(∂kvi)∂n
(
ani
ann
)
ξt dX
+
¨
Rn+
∂n(|vk|p)∂i
(
ani
ann
)
ξt dX
]
(6.8)
+
∑
i<n
[
p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vkvi∂n
(
ani
ann
)
(∂kξ1)ξ2t dX +
¨
Rn+
∂n(|vk|p) ani
ann
(∂iξ1)ξ2t dX
]
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The first three terms on the righthand side of both (6.7) and (6.8) can be bounded
from above by
C
¨
2Q×[0,2r]
|∇u|p−1|∇2u||∇A|t dX(6.9)
≤
(¨
2Q×[0,2r]
|∇u|p−2|∇2u|2t dX
)1/2(¨
2Q×[0,2r]
|∇u|p|∇A|2t dX
)1/2
≤
(ˆ
2Q
N(∇u)p−2
¨
Γ(x)
|∇2u(X)|2t2−n dX dx
)1/2(¨
2Q×[0,2r]
|∇u|p|∇A|2t dX
)1/2
≤
(ˆ
2Q
N(∇u)p−2S2(∇u) dx
)1/2
ε‖N(∇u)‖p/2Lp(2Q) = ε‖S(∇u)‖Lp(2Q)‖N(∇u)‖p−1Lp(2Q).
The fourth term on righthand side of (6.7) can be estimated by
C
¨
2Q×[r,2r]
|∇u|p|∇A| t
r
dX(6.10)
≤
(¨
2Q×[r,2r]
|∇u|p t
r2
dX
)1/2(¨
2Q×[0,2r]
|∇u|p|∇A|2t dX
)1/2
≤
(ˆ
2Q
N(∇u)p(x) dx
)1/2
ε‖N(∇u)‖p/2Lp(2Q) = ε‖N(∇u)‖pLp(2Q).
The fifth term on righthand side of (6.7) can be estimated by
C
¨
2Q×[r,2r]
|∇u|p−1|∇2u| t
r
dX
≤
(¨
2Q×[r,2r]
|∇u|p dX
)p/(p−1)(¨
2Q×[0,2r]
|∇2u|p dX
)1/p
(6.11)
≤ C(r)
¨
K
|∇u|p dX.
To get the last line we used some standard elliptic estimates away from the boundary
(for example, it is sufficient to generalise Caccioppoli’s inequality to inhomogeneous
equations via the proof in [10, p. 2]). By the Carleson condition we have |∇A| ≤ C(r)
there. Rest is a standard bootstrap argument using the equation v = ∇u satisfies, i.e.,
Lv = div((∇A)v) eventually yielding Lp bounds on ∇v in K.
We denote the co-normal derivative of u by H =
∑
i ani∂iu =
∑
i anivi and write the
first term of (6.5) as
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−p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂k
(
H
ann
)
ξ dX = −p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂k
(
H
ann
)
ξ(∂nt) dX
= p
¨
Rn+
∂n(|vk|p−2vk)∂k
(
H
ann
)
ξt dX + p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂k
(
H
ann
)
ξ1ξ
′
2t dX
+p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂n∂k
(
H
ann
)
ξt dX,(6.12)
where the last term further yields:
−p
¨
Rn+
∂k(|vk|p−2vk)∂n
(
H
ann
)
ξt dX − p
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2vk∂n
(
H
ann
)
(∂kξ1)ξ2t dX.(6.13)
If the derivative in the first two terms on the righthand side of (6.12) and (6.13) falls
on the coefficients of the matrix A we obtain terms we have already bounded above
(see (6.9) and (6.10)). If the derivative falls on H the first term on the righthand side
of both (6.12) and (6.13) is bounded by
C
¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2|∇vk||∇H|ξt dX
≤ C
(¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2|∇vk|2ξt dX
)1/2(¨
Rn+
|vk|p−2|∇H|2ξt dX
)1/2
≤ C
(ˆ
2Q
Np−2(vk)(x)
ˆ
Γ(x)
|∇vk(X)|2t2−ndX dx
)1/2(¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−2|∇H|2ξt dX
)1/2
= C
(ˆ
2Q
Np−2(vk)(x)S
2(vk)(x) dx
)1/2(¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−2|∇H|2ξt dX
)1/2
= C‖N(vk)‖p/2−1Lp(2Q)‖S(vk)‖Lp(2Q)
(¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−2|∇H|2ξt dX
)1/2
.
If the derivative falls on H in the second term of (6.12), we get terms of the same
form as (6.10) and (6.11).
It follows that for all k ≤ n− 1 we haveˆ
Rn−1
vk(x, 0)
pξ1(x)dx(6.14)
≤ C‖N(vk)‖p/2−1Lp(2Q)‖S(vk)‖Lp(2Q)
(¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−2|∇H|2ξt dX
)1/2
+ε‖S(∇u)‖Lp(2Q)‖N(∇u)‖p−1Lp(2Q) + ε‖N(∇u)‖pLp(2Q) + C(r)
¨
K
|∇u|p dX
+E.
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Here E denotes remainder terms; these are the last two terms of (6.8) and the last term
of (6.13) when the derivative falls on H . We now sum (6.14) over all k ≤ n−1 and also
sum over all coordinate patches Qℓ. We notice that the error terms E with complete
cancel out as
∑
ℓ(∂kφℓ) = 0 where (φℓ)ℓ is the partition of unity we considered above.
This yields a global estimateˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|pdx ≤ C‖N(vk)‖p/2−1Lp(∂Ω)‖S(vk)‖Lp(∂Ω)
(¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−2|∇H|2δ(X) dX
)1/2
+ε‖S(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω)‖N(∇u)‖p−1Lp(∂Ω) + ε‖N(∇u)‖pLp(∂Ω) + C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|p dX.
From this, by (6.2) and using Lemma 4.3, we get that for all sufficiently small ε > 0
the desired estimate (6.1) holds. 
Lemma 6.2. Let p ≥ 2 be an integer, k be an integer such that 0 ≤ k ≤ p−2 and u be
a solution to Lu = divA∇u = 0, where L is an elliptic differential operator defined on a
smooth domain Ω with bounded coefficients which are such that (4.17) is the density of a
Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm C(r0). Then there
exists ε > 0 such that if C(r0) < ε then for some constant K = K(Ω,Λ, n, ε,m, k) > 0¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k|∇H|2δ(X) dX(6.15)
≤ (p− k − 2)K
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−3|H|k+1|∇H|2δ(X) dX + C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr
|∇u|p dX
+K
ˆ
∂Ω
|H|p dx.
Proof. We will establish (6.15) by induction on k. If k = 0 by Lemma 6.1 we have:ˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dx ≤ K
¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−2|∇H|2δ(X) dX + C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|p dX.(6.16)
For k > 0 we use (6.1) and the induction assumption (6.15) for all indices 0, 1, . . . , k−
1. This gives
ˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dx ≤ K
¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k|∇H|2δ(X) dX + C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|p dX
+K
ˆ
∂Ω
|H|p dσ.(6.17)
Here K = K(k) and (6.17) holds for all sufficiently small ε > 0. From this, the
inequality
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ˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dx+K
¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k|∇H|2δ(X) dX
≤ 2K
¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k|∇H|2δ(X) dX(6.18)
+2C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|p dX + 2K
ˆ
∂Ω
|H|p dσ
holds when k = 0 without any further assumptions, and when k > 0 under the induc-
tion hypotheses (6.15) for indices 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. Let us choose a cutoff function ξ as
in (6.3). To control ¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k|∇H|2δ(X) dX
it suffices to control¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|kbij(∂iH)(∂jH)ξt dX = I
for some matrix B satisfying the ellipticity condition to be specified later.
We integrate this by parts. This gives
I = − 1
k + 1
¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|kH∂i(bij∂jH)ξt dX
− 1
k + 1
¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|kHbnj(∂jH)ξ dX
− 1
k + 1
¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|kHbnj(∂jH)(∂iξ)t dX(6.19)
−p− k − 2
k + 1
¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−k−4(∇Tu · ∂i(∇Tu))|H|kHbnj(∂jH)ξt dX.
The second term only appears in (6.19) if i = n as the function t obviously only depends
on the variable xn = t. We first deal with the third term of (6.19) when i = n. As
|ξ′2| ≤ 2/r and ξ′2 = 0 on [0, r] we have that this term is bounded byˆ
Q
ˆ 2r
r
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k+1|∇H| tr dX ≤ ε
ˆ
2Q
Np2r(∇u) dx+ C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr
|∇u|p dX,(6.20)
since this term is of same type as (6.10) and (6.11) it can be estimated as before.
Now for the terms with i < n in the third term of (6.19) we observe that they will
cancel when we sum over the index ℓ in the partition of unity introduced via the cutoff
function ξ from (6.3). We choose the matrix B so that bnn = 1. Then the second term
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of (6.19) if j = n looks like
− 1
(k + 1)(k + 2)
¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−k−2(∂n|H|k+2)ξ dX
= − 1
(k + 1)(k + 2)
¨
Rn+
∂n(|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k+2ξ) dX
+
1
(k + 1)(k + 2)
¨
Rn+
∂n(|∇Tu|p−k−2)|H|k+2ξ dX(6.21)
+
1
(k + 1)(k + 2)
¨
Rn+
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k+2ξ′ dX.
Here the last term again can be estimated by a solid integral C(r)
˜
Ω\Ωr
|∇u|p dX in
the interior of the domain. The first term is equal to a boundary integral
1
(k + 1)(k + 2)
ˆ
∂Ω
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k+2 dX ≤ η‖∇Tu‖pLp(∂Ω) + C(η)‖H‖pLp(∂Ω),
for η > 0 arbitrary small. Note that
η‖∇Tu‖pLp(∂Ω) ≤ η‖N(∇u)‖pLp(∂Ω).
We choose η > 0 so small that we can hide the term η‖N(∇u)‖pLp(∂Ω) on lefthand side
of (6.18).
It remains to deal with the second term of (6.21). We differentiate and change the
order of derivatives ∂n and ∇T :
p− k − 2
(k + 1)(k + 2)
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−4(∇Tu · ∇T∂nu)|H|k+2ξ dX.(6.22)
We reintroduce the co-normal derivative H as ∂nu =
H
ann
−∑j<n anjann vj. We also insert
a term (∂nt) = 1 into both integrals. Then we integrate by parts again in the ∂n
derivative. Whenever exactly one derivative falls on the coefficients (either ann or
anj
ann
)
those terms are bounded by
(6.23)
¨
2Q×[0,2r]
|∇A||∇u|p−1|∇2u|t dX
which is the term of type (6.9) and has therefore a bound of type ε‖S(∇u)‖Lp(2Q)‖N(∇u)‖p−1Lp(2Q),
with ε depending on the Carleson norm. For sufficiently small ε, thanks to Lemma 4.3,
this can be hidden on the lefthand side of (6.18).
If both ∂n and ∇T derivative fall on coefficients, there are two possibilities. The
first possibility is that they fall on the same coefficient and so then we do a further
integration by parts in ∇T moving this derivative on other terms. This again will yield
term of type (6.23). The second possibility is that they fall on separate coefficients
and so take the form (4.16), which can be estimated appropriately with the help of
Lemma 4.3. We obtain another error term when ∂n falls on ξ, however in that case
we get a term of type (6.20) we handled before. Let us deal with the term when both
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derivatives fall on H . In that case we have
− p− k − 2
(k + 1)(k + 2)
¨
Ω2r
1
ann
|∇Tu|p−k−4(∇Tu · ∇T∂nH)|H|k+2ξt dX.(6.24)
We move the ∇T derivative off ∂nH . We can get a term of type (6.23) and two terms
that can be dominated by
C(p− k − 2)
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−4|∇(∇Tu)||∇H||H|k+2t dX(6.25)
+ C(p− k − 2)
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−3|∇H|2|H|k+1t dX.
Also, when ∇T lands on ξ we get error terms which will cancel when we sum over
coordinate patches. Observe also that the last term of (6.19) can be controlled by
(6.26) C(p− k − 2)
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−3|∇(∇Tu)||∇H||H|k+1t dX
We now deal with the terms arising from −∑j<n anjann vj . Here we write
∇T
(∑
j<n
anj
ann
vj
)
=
∑
j<n
∇T
(
anj
ann
)
∂ju+
∑
j<n
anj
ann
∂j(∇Tu).
The contribution of the first term here, when substituted in (6.22), can be dealt with
by again introducing the factor ∂nt and integrating by parts. When ∂n lands on
∇T (anj/ann), we can move the tangential derivates off by again integrating by parts.
All this yields terms of the form (4.16) (with exponent p instead of 2) and (6.23), which
can be controlled appropriately. Substituting the second term in (6.22) yields
1
(k + 1)(k + 2)
∑
j<n
¨
Ω2r
anj
ann
∂j(|∇Tu|p−k−2)|H|k+2ξ(∂nt) dX.(6.27)
Moving ∂n across using integration by parts and if necessary moving ∂j we obtain terms
either bounded by (4.16) (with exponent p instead of 2), (6.23), (6.25) or (6.26). Thus
the analysis of the second term of (6.19) for j = n reduces to controlling (6.25) and
(6.26), a task which we will postpone for now. When j < n in the second term of
(6.19) we again introduce (∂nt). This gives
−
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−2bnj∂j(|H|k+2)ξ(∂nt) dX
We integrate by parts. When ∂n falls on |∇Tu|p−k−2 we can dominate such a term by
(6.26), when ∂n falls on bnj we obtain a terms of type (4.16) (with exponent p instead
of 2) and (6.23) and, provided we choose matrix B so that coefficients of B also satisfy
the Carleson condition. If ∂n hits ξ we get terms which can be bounded by (6.10) and
(6.11). Finally the remaining term is¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−2bnj∂j∂n(|H|k+2)ξt dX.
We integrate by parts again in ∂j giving us terms of type (4.16) (with exponent p instead
of 2), (6.23), (6.25) and (6.26). The only remaining terms we have not yet bounded
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are the first term of (6.19), (6.25) and (6.26). The second term of (6.25) is already
of desired form (see righthand side of (6.15)). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the
first term of (6.25) can be bounded by
C(p− k − 2)
(¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−3|∇H|2|H|k+1t dX
)1/2
×(¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−5|∇(∇Tu)|2|H|k+3t dX
)1/2
≤ C(p− k − 2)
(¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−3|∇H|2|H|k+1t dX
)1/2
‖N(∇u)‖p/2−1Lp(∂Ω)‖S(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω).
The last line can be further bounded by
η‖N(∇u)‖pLp(∂Ω) + C(η)(p− k − 2)2
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−3|∇H|2|H|k+1t dX,
for η > 0 arbitrary small. Hence as before we can hide η‖N(∇u)‖pLp(∂Ω) on the lefthand
side of (6.18). Term (6.26) can be dealt with in a very similar fashion. We summarize
what we have so far. By (6.18) and all estimates above we have
α
ˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dσ +
¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|k|∇H|2δ(X) dX
≤ K(p− k − 2)
¨
Ωr
|∇Tu|p−k−3|H|k+1|∇H|2δ(X) dX(6.28)
+2C(r)
¨
Ω\Ωr/2
|∇u|p dX +K
ˆ
∂Ω
|H|p dσ
− K
k + 1
¨
Ω2r
|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|kH(L˜H)ξt dX.
Here L˜H = div(B∇H) and α > 0. The precise value of α depends on choice of η > 0
above and ε > 0. Clearly, (6.28) is the desired estimate (6.15) modulo the last extra
term we shall consider now.
As above we use the summation convention, we only write the sum explicitly when-
ever we do not sum over all indices. For L˜H we have
L˜H = ∂i(bij∂jH) =
∑
j<n
∂i(bij∂j(ank∂ku)) + ∂i(bin∂n(ank∂ku)).
Since Lu = 0 we have that ∂n(ank∂ku) = −
∑
j<n ∂j(ajk∂ku). Hence
L˜H = ∂i(bij∂jH) =
∑
j<n
[∂i(bij∂j(ank∂ku))− ∂i(bin∂j(ajk∂ku))].
We also swap the role of i and k in the second term. From this
L˜H = ∂i(bij∂jH) =
∑
j<n
[∂i(bij∂j(ank∂ku))− ∂k(bkn∂j(aji∂iu))].(6.29)
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We choose bij = aji/ann. Notice that this guarantees that bnn = 1 and that terms in
(6.29) where three derivatives fall on u vanish as these are the terms:∑
j<n
[bijank(∂i∂j∂ku)− bknaji(∂i∂j∂ku)] =
∑
j<n
a−1nn(ajiank − ankaji)∂i∂j∂ku = 0.(6.30)
We now place (6.29) into last term of (6.28). Given (6.30) some of the remaining
terms are
¨
Ω2r
∑
j<n
[bij(∂i∂jaij)(∂ku)− bkn(∂k∂jaji)(∂iu)]|∇Tu|p−k−2|H|kHξt dX(6.31)
and the rest can be bounded by¨
Ω2r
|∇u|p−1[|∇u||∇A||∇B|+ |∇2u||∇A||B|+ |∇2u||∇B||A|]t dX.(6.32)
The terms in (6.31) have two derivatives on coefficients aij however one is ∂j and j < n.
We therefore integrate by parts in ∂j . This yields additional terms, but all are of the
form (6.32). However, by an estimate similar to (6.23) we get that all the terms of
(6.32) are smaller than ε
´
∂Ω
Np3r(∇u) dσ, with ε depending on the Carleson norm of
the coefficients of our operator. Hence for sufficiently small ε this term can be hidden
in (6.28) within the term α
´
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dx. This yields the desired estimate (6.15). 
7. The (N)p Neumann Problem
Theorem 7.1. Let p ≥ 2 be an integer and let Ω ⊂ M be a Lipschitz domain with
Lipschitz norm L on a smooth Riemannian manifold M and Lu = div(A∇u) be an
elliptic differential operator defined on Ω with ellipticity constant Λ and coefficients
such that
(7.1) sup{δ(X)|∇aij(Y )|2 : Y ∈ Bδ(X)/2(X)}
is the density of a Carleson measure on all Carleson boxes of size at most r0 with norm
C(r0). Then there exists ε = ε(Λ, n, p) > 0 such that if max{L,C(r0)} < ε then the
Neumann problem
Lu = 0, in Ω,
A∇u · ν = f, on ∂Ω,
N(∇u) ∈ Lp(∂Ω),
is solvable for all f in Lp(∂Ω) < ∞ such that ´
∂Ω
fdσ = 0. Moreover, there exists a
constant C = C(Λ, n, a, p) > 0 such that
(7.2) ‖N(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω) ≤ C‖f‖Lp(∂Ω).
Proof. For any f in the Besov space B2,2−1/2(∂Ω) such that
´
∂Ω
fdσ = 0 the exists a
unique (up to a constant) H21 (Ω) solution by the Lax-Milgram theorem. Observe that
our f ∈ Lp(∂Ω) ⊂ B2,2−1/2(∂Ω) (p ≥ 2) so it only remains to establish the estimate (7.2).
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Consider ε > 0 and take C(r0) < ε. To keep matters simple let us first consider the
case when ∂Ω is smooth. In this case Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 apply directly. If follows
that for all small r and ε > 0ˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dσ ≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
|A∇u · ν|p dσ + C(r)‖∇u‖pLp(Ω\Ωr).(7.3)
Here we are using Lemma 6.2 for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p− 2 while observing that for the
integer k = p−2, the first term on the righthand side of (6.15) is zero. As A∇u ·ν = f
we have for non-tangential maximal functionˆ
∂Ω
Np(∇u) dσ ≤ K
ˆ
∂Ω
|f |p dσ + C(r)‖∇u‖pLp(Ω\Ωr).(7.4)
We also observe that we have a pointwise estimates on ∇u(X) for all X away from
the boundary. There, by the Carleson condition, we have |∇A| ≤ C(r). The rest
is a standard bootstrap argument using the equation v = ∇u satisfies, i.e., Lv =
div((∇A)v) eventually yielding pointwise bound on |∇u| for {X ∈ ∂Ω; dist(X, ∂Ω) ≥
r}.
This yields
‖∇u‖pLp(Ω\Ωr) ≤ C(p)‖u‖
p
H21(Ω)
≤ C(p)‖f‖p
B2,2
−1/2
(∂Ω)
.(7.5)
Finally, combining (7.4) and (7.5) we obtain the desired estimate (7.2).
Now we turn to the more general case, when Ω has a Lipschitz boundary with
sufficiently small Lipschitz constant L. This case also includes the C1 boundary as in
this case L can be taken arbitrary small.
The crucial point is that the proofs of Lemmas 4.7, 6.1 and 6.2 in the smooth case
are based on local estimates near boundary ∂Ω. This means we can reduce the matter
to a local situation working on the subset of upper half-space via the map (4.10) as we
did above. From this the claim follows on domains with small Lipschitz constant, as
well as on domains whose boundaries are given locally by functions with gradient in
VMO. 
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